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The development of .the revolutionary movement of the
working class in our days, as the 6th Congress of the
Party, pointed out, necessarily requires a consistent struggle
both a.gainsrf the right opportunism of the modern revisionists, which is the main struggle, and against ••leftist» trends
and arguments, esp.eciaM·yaga<in5t Ibhe dangerous activity
of Trotskysm, which beginning paeticularly from the sixties,
s currenely been reactivated, In his report delivered to
'~he 6th Congress comrade Enver Hoxha said: «The various
anti-Marxiet trends of the Trotskyites and anarchists ha-ve
been revived as never 'before. By penetrating into various
mass movements, especially those of the youth and inte11ectuals, .they Me seeking 11:0fish in trouble waters with a
view to divel"ltingI1:hemasses from the right road,and
to
throw them into dangerous adventures which lead to serious defeats and ~SIiJllus<ion
••.

,:{1it

THE REVIVAL OF TROTsKYISM

AND

ITS CAUSES

After the 20th and especially after the 22nd Congress of the
CPSU, where the renegade Khrushchev launched the savage
campaign of arnti-Stalinism, Trotskyism, which had been
dealt hea-vy blows and had 10s·tall irnfluence on the masses,
raised ,its head, resumed its undermining activity on a
broad scale, and extended its poisonous roots to many areas
and countries of the world. Like mushrooms after a shower,
Trokskyiste groups and organisatdons started to crop up
in large numbers in Europe, America and in other areas.
At the present time,. from the sixties onward, the Trotskyites
have grouptxl themselves around four main' centres: the
.1

.

«International Secretariat», the socalled ••Manist-revolutionary
trend of the 4th fultemational••, ••Latin-American Secretarial n,
the "internatiornal Commdttee»in London, which unites mainly
the British, American and ,.Canadian Trotskyite groups. The
Trotskyite groups in Western Europe are especially numerous.
Thus, for instance, several such groups have appeared in
France 'and are carrying owt their pernicious activity:
the ••Internationalist Communist Party» (PCI), which is the
Erench bra'nehof the 4th Internationaf , the •.Internationalist
Communist Organisation» (OCI), a rival faction which does
not belong to the 4th International; "Youth Alliance for Socialism•• (AJS), «Marxist.Revolutionary Allianoe•• (AMR); •.Communist League••(Le), the ••Worker struggle» group (LO), etc. In
Spain, too, several Trotskyite orgaJnisatIionsare active: the
«Intennational Communist Party unification» (POUM), the
•.Communist Action•• organisa-tion, the •.Revolutionary Workers
Party» (p.OR). In Britain the Trotskyjte organisation known
as the ••Socialist Labcur League.. is active. various Trotskyite groupings have also raised their head in many other
countnies toe, such as West GermaJllY,Sweden, Belgium, etc.,
in Europe, and including Ceylon and Japan in Asia.
What are the causes of the l'evivaJ!.of Trotskyism at the
present time? The principal ones are the foHowing:
On the one hand, the betrayal of modern revisionism, in
particular that of the Khrushchevdte revisionists, which caused
great disorientation in the' revolutionary movemens, It is
precisely this that has allowed the Trotskyites to speculate
with pseudo-leftist slogans in order to lead astray the revolutionary movement.
On the other hand the revival of T.rotskyism Is connected
.with the large scale involvement in the present-day revolwtionary movement of other intermediate, petty-bourgeois,
strata, including in particular the various petty-bourgeois
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strata of the city, such as the small merchants, lower and
middle white-collar workers, intellectua,ls and students, etc.,
who bring with them into the movement the vascillations
typical of ,the petty-bourgeoisie. Precisely these vascillations,
thispertty-bourgeois instability, inclinations to go from one
extreme to another, from anarchism and unbridled adventurism to extreme Right opportunism and defeatism, constitute the favourable ground on which Trotskylsm flourishes
and speculates for its own counterrevolutionary aims.
Fina,uy, in the present-day iperiod, when the wave of the
revolutionary movement is constantly rising, the bourgeoisie
instigates and supports by all ways and means, the extension
of Trotskyism, which taking advantage of the feelings of
protest of the broad masses of working people and in
particular of the masses of youth and students against the
capita!1istorder, and of their sincere but spontaneous revolutionary inclinations,seeks
to disorientate them with ultrarevolutionary phraseology, to divert them from the true road
of the revclutien, to throw them into adventures which are
not hal'mful to the bourgeoisie, and ,to disiliusion them.
This is the reason why publishing house financed by the
bourgeoisie, today distrdbute Trotsky's works and Trotskyite
literature in 1arge quantities,

SOME ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PRESENT-DAY TROTSKYISM

What characterizes present day Trotskismf The treatment
of this problem, even though dn summary form is essenteal:
in crder to understand the essence and role of this antiMarxist trend in the present-day conditions 0'£ the development of the revolutionary movement.
The Tro~kyism of our days is g,eneraHy based on the antiMarxist viewpoints, objectives and methods worked out by
Trortsky in his ~ime. But it has, and cannot' faitl to have,
some new feamres and peculiaeities dependent on the presentday conditions and circumstances 0'£ the development of
Trotskyite activity. What we have to do with hereyis the fusion
or some already known features with new nuances. The
aim of the present paper is not to draw an historical parallel
between yesterday's Trotskyism and today's, o'r to throw into
relief the diffe1'ences between them which might be the
object of 'a special study. Here we shall point out some of
the fundamental principal features that characterize the
viewpoints and activity 0'£ the Trortskyites in our days, irrespective of whether or not they were a-lsocharacteristic
of the Trotskydsm of the past, Nor shall we enter into .«
comparative analysis of the numerous Tr'otskyirllegroups and
factions which are in permanent feud and polemics with
one another, but are united on some fundamental points
in their fight against Marxism-Leninism and the revolutionary movement. We may thus speak of some general
features of the whole Trotskyite trend,
From the philoscphical-methodologioal viewpoint, present-day
Trortskyism,. lIke that of the past, is characterized by
voluntarist subjectivism which finds expression, among other
things, in:the failure rIlotake into consideration the objective
conditions determininq the development of the revolutionary
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movem~iQn
a national and international scale, and the
chara:Oter,.a(lJjdmotiv,eforces of the revoluion in its different
stage... The'friltskyiiJe ..concepts are also characterized by
eclectism andpl1agmaJti'sm, the Iack of stable principles, reliance on entirely opposite concepts, the transition from one
extreme to 'another, umtmg with the mcst various .trends
for the sake of ephemeral advantages, etc.
From the idee-political .viewpoint, present-day Trotskyism
is characterized, above all, by hostility towards revolutionary Marxism-Leninism. Thisds a general featuee of old
and new Trotskyism, At one time it expressed its,e1f in
Trotsky"s hostile stand towards Lenin and Leninism. Later
on it found its expression in the hostile stands o,f Trotsky
and the Trotskytes towards Stalin, his. ideas, work 31li~.
leadership. In our time the hostility of Trotskyism towai1'~7
Marxiem-Lenindsm is expressed in the fact that the Trotskyitesseek
to divert ,the attention of the revoludonaey
movement from the fight against modern revisionism and
push it into positions of. anti-Stalinism, The Tro,tskyirtes
present StaIin's Marxist-Leninist revolutionary Hnein
an
entirely false light, describing dt as Right opportunism. And
while they g,lossover or say a £ew general words about
the s,truggle against revisionism, they have spearheaded
the whole fir,e of theie batteries. aqainst Stalin and .s,taIinismn, accusing him 0'£ betrayal of Leninism and the cause
of the revolubion and socialism, of disorientating the world
revolutionary movement, of causing a decline 0'£ the revolutionary upsurge in the West, 0'£ ocoupying and exploiring the countries of people'S democracy 'after the second
world war,etc.
(P. Frank «The Fourfh International. ed.
Maspero, 1969). They also attack Mao Tse-<tung and his
ideas, theCommuni!st Party of China and the Chinese revolution (Ibidems, as well as D. Avenas, A. Brossat. «On
Anti-Trotskyism••, ed. Maspero, 1971). On the C?therhand
the Trotskydtes are in full agreement with the moder~t.
revisionists on fundamental attitudes. Jointly with the r,evisi~/
nists they attack Stalin and the CP of China, and give
their support to the variants and diffierent trends of revisionism. In 1948 the leadership of the Fourth International
and the trotskyite organisation belonging to it expressed
their support for the Yugoslav revisionists: and carried out
a Iarqe-scale activity in their Tavour (P.. Frank «The Fourth
International»). In 1956 they took sides with the Hungaeian
counterrevolution and expressed their dissatisfaction with
Imre Nagy's «irresolute stand»
(Ibidem).
In 1968 the
trotskyites supported the Dubcek revisionists in Czechoslovakia, proclaiminq theie course to be a revolutionary movement (Ibidem). Likewise.vfhe Trotskyites join in the demagogy 0'£ the soviet revisionists about «the united front
of aU the socialist countries against US imperialism» (Ibidem), deny the process of the restoration of capitalism in
the revisionist-ruled countries, etc., (Ibidem). What Lenin
once said about Trotskyis
completely true 0'£ present-day
Trotskyism, «... He manoeuvres, speculates, poses as a leftis,t,
and helps the ,r,ightils,tsas much as he can... " The objective
of tlie Trotskyites is to unite an trends, be they rightist
or «leftist••, against revclutionary Marxism-Leninism, described by them as «Stalinismn,
The divdsion of the revolutionary movement of the working
class constitutes one of the most characteristic distinctive
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objectives and features of present-day Trotskylism. Objectively, the T,rotsky,ism of our days could be described as a
special agency in HIe service of the bourgeoisie for 'the ddvision of the labour movement, a division which the Trotskjiisites are seeking to raise to a principle, openly expressdnq
themselvesagamstunity
fin its ranks. One of the leaders
and ideologi&ts of present-day Trotskyism, Pierre Frank,
writes: "In fact, what is truly abnormal in .the labour
movement is mcnolsthdsm, rthis "unity" toot seranqles every
independent poHtIical thought Iin the ranks of the organisations caloog ,themselves· Marxist. .. Whoever refers to the
hiMoiy of the worker movement sees thaJI: this has most
. frequently been full of struggles of trends and tenden~~\.t,s,.in theorical and political 'oPPOSitiORwith one another.
'%is. was normal, for the progress of revclueionary action
and ,thought cannot be conceived outsdde an unceasing confrontation of theories, stand and ordentations with reality,
and the more so in a world which is in a state of uninterrupted uphevals, in which «the new» was and isemerg,ing
from day to day •• (P. Frank "The Fourth Internaeional», page
60). Thus, according ,to bJim, there can be no question of
unity of the worker movement, iJts normal :situation is continuous division (l). It cleacly follows from such a concept that ,the constant divdsion jrrfhe very ranks of the Trotskyite movement, ·1ts continuous dismemberment mto 'a large
number of groups and factions in unceasing disarmement
with each other, is not only an -expression of its weakness
and petty-bourgeois nature but also a tactic to sow dis·
cord and disintegrart.ion m tbe ranks of the revoluti'Onary
movement.
The unprincipled vascilletions to the ••left» and right, unity
at one time' with the extreme Right opportunists -and at
another with the most extremist and adventurist ••leftist ••
elements, is also a charaotezisbic feature of the concepts and
."tudes of the Trotskyites. Thus, for dnstance, on the one
nd <they pursue the socalled policy of ••entrism», i.e. the
merger of the Trotskyist groups with other parties, including
the Right social-democratic parties, while on the other
hand :they furiously attack the policy of an,tiJfascist popular fronts, describing it as "opportunist pol:icy 'Of class
ccllaboration». On the one hand the Trotskyites praise to
the skies the use of random violence, they support and
incite the anarchist ••ldtis,t.. movements which lack perspeobive and a clear revolutionary programme, which brmg
confusion and disiU,usion into the revoluticnary
movement,
such 'as the chaotic revolts of small armed groups or
the warfare of gueriUas not based '0111 an organized broad
poHtical mass
movement
Thus, they advocate political
adventurism and
putcbism, while
on the other
hand
they recommend to the worker movement a ••strategy ••
and .«tactics» in the
struggle for
socialism, which is
identical with the reformist line of the righ~ing
revisionists (-P. Franc "The Fourth International- as well as
K. Mavrakis .On Trotskyism ••
, ed. M-aspero, 1911). These
vasoiJlr1atiJons,
the eclectic
mixture of the most rightist
concepts' with the most entreme
••leftist» ones are not
only an expression of the essentially petty-bourgeois nalure of the Trotskyite movement, but also a way' to
disintegrate
and' disorientate
therevolwmonary
movemeut.
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At this shows ,thart the fundamental political chaeacteristic of present day TrOil:5ky,ism
is, just as in the past, revolution ID words and the imdermining and sabotage 'Of
the revolutionary movement
in practice.
The above-mentioned distinctive features which, drrespective 'Of the shades between the various faotiensand groups,
characterise at the present time the concepts, staads and
activdty 'Of the Trotskylite trend, find ,their concrete expression ID the treatment of a series of problems. It
is necessary to dwell, even though very briefly, on some
of them, in order to see ~n what directions they distort
Marxism-.Lenmism and in what ways the Trostkyites try
to hoodwink and disoraentate the workJng class and the
revolutionary movement in our ,time.

HOW

THE TROTSKYITES SABOTAGE

. REVOLUTIONARY

MOVEMENT

THE WORKING

CLASS

AT THE PRESENT TIME

The Trotskyites speculate a great deal on the slogans of
the rev,olution, and publicize m par,ticularthe
socafled
theory of "permanent revolution.. which they seek to peddle
asa
creative development of Marxism-Leninism. But what
is the essence of iIlheirultraeevoludonary theories and whom
do they serve dn reality~
The theory of .q>ermanentrev,olution.. is the denied of the
stages of ,the revolution under the pretext of. 1Jts uninterrupted development. This was Trotsky's viewpoint, and is
also the viewpcint of the present day TrOltskyites. According to it,m every country, whether in the capitalist metropoles or :in the colonial and semi-coloniat countries, for
the revolution
to develop, it cannot be 'Other ,than a pure
proletarian revolution, without any intermediate stages, "The
whole revolutionary experience of present-day
vietnam,
- the Trotskyites write, - confirms 'the necessity of' Combining ,theanti-imper.ialist struggle with the anti-capi,talist,
anti-bourgeois struggle, and the necessity for the revolutionaries of the colonial countries, df they want to secure
the means to earey through to the end the socafled «national» tasks, to set about the process 'Of a proletarian' revolution. (D. ,Avenas, A. Brossat "On Amti-Trotsky·ism
••, p. 75).
Andfudher : "... the revolution by stages has defin~tely
failed••, "... art '~e present ,time there is no Jntermed!iate
road between the rule of capital and the dictatorship of the
proletariet» (ibidem). But raising the question ,in this way
means. to ignore the objective factors t·hllit condition the
character of the revolution an the vardous stages of its development, it means to narrow the social basis 'Of ,t,he revolution in these counteies, sowing discord between the social
forces which should be united ·m the revolutionary movement and, in the last analysis, sabotaging it.
To these adventucist arguments of the TrortskyiJtes, the
Marxist-Leninists counterpose the necessity for a concrete
analysis of the development of rliherevolution in every country, without faIling into rigid and absolute formulas and,
where cbjeotive vccnditicns and circumstanoes impose it, the
combinetion of revolution by stages and the uninterrupted
revolutlon, under the leadership of the working class and
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its Marxist-Lenini5t party, as a necessary condition for carrying the anti.dmperialist or democratic ,revolution' through
te the end and passing on to the socialist revolution.
The Trotskyite theory of ••permanent revolution» lis also the
theory of negation of the national movement in thedevelopment of I\Jherevolutionary movement, the theory of t}te
.overestimaeicn of the external factor and negation of the
internal factor as decisive in the revolution and, in the ~as,t
analysis, a theor,y of the uexport» of revolution. «The lidea
that revolutionary movements can be built on a' ••national u
scale M tin ••r,egionaln iisoJaHoni- says one of the programmatic documents of the 4th International, entitled ••Current
dialectics of world revolwtion••, - has never been so bankrupt
·in the epoch of intercontinental ballistic missiles
and voyages to outer space•• (P. Franc ••The Fourth International-). While the Trotskyites D. Avenas and A. Brossat
write- ••The different countries have reached v,ery different
levels of development, but they are. all closely connected,
they are aLl interdependent - this is what should be borne
in mind, for ,this last stage of development of ,the productive forces bars turning back, returil1IDgto national boundaeies» (Ibidem). Such a treatment of the question in fact
leads to abandoning the eevclution in different countries,
to waiting for the creation of conditions for the development of the «ChaIDworld revolution» which is impossible
because of the uneven economic and political development
of capicalism, a factor which the Trotskyites want to ignor,e,
thereby fa>lHnginto subjectivism.
By their arguments and stands the "I'rotskyites disorientate
and divide the motive forces of the present-day revolutionary process. In the colonial and semicolonial countries,
where the worMng class still constitutes a relatively limited
class whereas the peasantry makes up the major.ity 0.£ the
population, and. thus also the numerically greater force of the revolution, they, by denying the revclution
by stages, in
faot deny the revolutionary
possibilities
of the peasantry, they 'estrange the peasantry and the other
intermediate strata from the working class with ultra-leftist
slogans.. W.hile in the developed capitalist countries, where
the working class constdtutes the decisive force of every
truly revcluticnary movement, the present-day Trotskyites
are 'ever' more persistently spreading the view that in these
couneries the s.triking force of the revolution and the real
leaders of the revolutionary movement are, alleqedly, the
young intellectuals, the students and school pupils. This, is
also clearly shown by the !iact that the Trots-kyIte trend is
spread mainly among the student youth, 'while ills influence
on the workers is ·e!Gtremelydimited. Thus, on ,this question
the position of the Trotskyill:es is simi:lar to that ofth;e
bourgeois ideologists of the Marcuse ·type or of the Right
extremist revisionist Hke Fisher and .others. But however
developed the student movement maybe, i,t can play a positive and effeotdve role in the struggle for the overthrow
of capdtalism only if i,t unites wi.th !the revolutionacy movement of rthe WM1ting class and places ,itself under ,the leadership of the proletaeiat and of the Marms,t-Lertinis,tproletarian party,
While making a great hue and ory with genera,l ultra'revolutiona,ryslogans, thepres'ent"day Trotskyites, when it
. COJ]1esto
treating the concrete problems .of the develop-
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ment of the wOrking class revodutionary movement, come
out with a.rguments which in essence fully accord with Ithose
of the modern revisionists, about «structaral reforms» about
the participation of rthe workers in running the capitalist
enterprises, etc. Thus, the Trotskyite Mandel says rtl),atthe
struggle for workers' control in the ca'pitalist countries -creates a sill:uation'Of dual state power», that the «demand for
workers' control... aims all: the ,establishment of workers'
power, first in the plant and then ilihroughout the country»
According to Mandel, in May-june 1968 the workers would
have achieved victory if they had acted, according to the
following recommandations r ••Had they been educated during the previous years and monehs with the spirit of workers' control they would know what was to be dOlQll
elect a commitee in every enterprise which would beg~<
with the opening of ,the account books 'Of the employers;
calcula>tethems·C'lveS
the cost of the income and the company'
tax on the firms' incomes; establish the right to vote in hieiDg in and dismissing workers, as well as in every modification of ·the organization od' work ;l'eplaoe the foremen appointed by the boss with elected work mates.. , The workers should pass quiokIly firom woeker control to worker
admdnisteation, But this interval should be used to denounce before the entire nation the arbitrariness, linjus.tice,
confusion and plunder by the employers and t'O organize
Iocal, reqional and narIJ~onalcongresses of str~k,e committees and worker control committees which would ensure
the workers who had risen ,in strugg,le the means of organisation and self-defence necessary to cope with ,the bourgoois state and the ooplt:aJist class as a whole» (oocted
from K. Mavrakis «On Trotskyism.). And adl this, according to the T'1'Otskyitetheozies can ·be done in the conditions of the rule of the bourgeoisie while ~ is still armed
tc the teeth, without 'Overthrowing Wt, without destroying
the bourgeois state machine, wiJtboutestablishing the.~
letarian dictatorship (l), This is a most flagrant opportV'
nist denial of the revolution.

PRESENT-DAY

TROTSKYITES AND THE PROBLEM
VANGUARD
PROLETARIAN
PARTY

OF. THE

The ·hostili.ty of the TrOltskyites, both past and present,
towards the revolutionary
working olass movement, is
clearly seen in connection with the stand towards the problem of the proletacian party. The Trotskyite viewpoint on'
this question could be summed up as follows:
First, according to the Trotskyites, the existence and leaders.hip 'Of'the M,arxist.Leninist iproJetarian party is not absolutely necessary in I\Jhestruggle for the overthrow 'Of the
bourgeoisie and the ,triumph 'Of socialism. As' the Trotskyite
P. Franc says ID his book «The Fourth Internationad-, Trotsky
-himself forecast in his writings, although as a raee rpossibilily tin exscracrdinary circumstances, that "the revolution
could be victorious. ,ev,enunder a ~eadership whichris not
revclutionary .Marxist•,• whiJe af.ter the second world war
some such cases have alleged'ly occurred (P. Franc .The
Fourth Iriternaeicnal»]. It is quite evident that on ,this ~es-
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tion there is no essential difference whatever between the
Trotskyirlieviewpoint and that advocated by the Yugoslav, Italian and other modeml revisionists. It is common knowledge
that such a,rgumen~ aim at ,leaving the working class
without a genuine revodutionaey leadership and serve only
to undermine the revolution and leave the working class
in capitalist bondage.
Second, . the Trotskyites are against the undivided Ieadership of the Marxu,t.Leninist proletarian
party after the
seizure of power b:v the working class and, together
with the various rightist bourgeois andr,evisionist
ideologists, advocate the muItiparty system in, socialism. Here
is what the Trotskyite P. Franc writes cm this connec~:
_In the so<:ietyof the period of 'transition to socialism
,.~, working class will still remain differentiated for a ~ong
period to ;the extent ,that different strata wiill have different
viewpoiJllits'concerning the relationship between ,thei,r everyday needs and their longterm ,interests. Thus, there win
. be room :for different parties in the tr'a!m~tionaJsociety, so.me of a more reformist character, others of a more revoluticnary character» (Ibidem). Thus, it is a question of the
existence of several socalled worker parcies, which excludes
the leadership of a single vanguard party of ,the working
class based on the revolutionary theory of Marxism-Leninism. But in these wlrcuenstancesthe existence of a genuine
proletarian dictatorship is impossible, and this enters into
the calculations of the Trotskyites. The very fact that they
have wa,ged and continue to wage a franticoampaignagainst
. the ••stMinist.. Soviet system, which embodied the fundamental features of the proletarian dictaforchip, 1S 'the most evident testimony to their unbridled hostility .towards the state
of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Third, by advocating «world revolution•• and by underestimating the Iro·le·of the internal, mational, factor in the deve.~~i~ent of the revolutdonary movement, the Trotskyites con~~ently
also underestimate the role of the proletarian party
on' a national scale and speak of the necessity for a
••world party», Since ther,eis
no "socialism in a single
country», - rthey say - the instrument of the world revolution cannot be other than a world party •• (P. Franc "The
Four,th Internationalu) This in essence means to eliminate
the true role of the proletarlan cparty, for the world revolutionary process in. the present ..day conditions cannot be
conceived' other than as a development 'and ,tri•••
mph of
the revolution in different countries , therefore on a national scale, under the indispensable and fully responsible
leadership of ;the proletarian party in each country.
Fourth, the Trotskyites, although in words they proclaim
themselves as consistent heies, land indeed the only ones,
of Lenin, in fact are stubborn opponents of the Leninist
principles concerning the internal life of the proletarian
P<ri'ty. Under the pretext of ••democracy» and ••freedom of
thought u, they oppose in paeticular the principle of tenb:alismand unity of thought and ,a'ction,the iron proletarian discipliJ}e in the party, without which the latter remains. something amorphous and disorganized, a club for
endless discussions, incapable of any kind of effective
r~voi1~tiOniary
.actions, while mternel democracy' ,1stra11sf~rmed mto cl means to disintegrate and liquidate. the
~rty. The party of the Leninist ·type was described by
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Trotsky in his time as a «barracks regime" and the Leninist norms as bureaucratic and dictatorial. According to
him, <theparty should be an unpninoipled union of at! the
factions or ,trends which proclaim themselves socialist or
communist (jean-jacques Made «Trotskyism••). The presentday Trotskyites . also advocate facticnalism and
support
"freedom of discussion and the right to form trends, without
which the base is denied true poliitioal activity» (P.Franc
«La Ouatrieme Internationale ••). Also on this question the
poSlitionof the Trotskyistes is identical with that of -the extreme rightwingrevisionists
of ,the type of Garaudy and
Fisher, or of the «lef,mst"g,r,oup~of the type of the ••Manifesto» who openly (and not in a camounaged way dike the
Trotskyites)
oppose the Leninist
teachings about
the
party.
Facts prove that present-day Trotksyismis a SWQrn'enemy
of the revolutienary movement of the working class and
of the peoples and a dangerous weapon in the hands 0.£
the bourgeoisie and dmperialism to sow confusion in this
movement, :to divide and undermine it. Therefore, in the
present-day conditions the s'truggle for the exposure anddestruction ·01' . the Trotskyitetr,elld is an urgent need for
the successful development of the working class revolutionary movement and a current task of all Marxist-Leninists.
This will be a protracted and complex Ideologioel and political s-truggle to expose ,themls:ity and the true counterrevolutionary character ·0'£ the Trotskyitepreachings
and
stands in connection with the various problems of the present-day revolutionary movement. But such a struggle alone
would not be sufficient.
The defeat .of the Trotskyite trend is inseparable from
the struggle of the Marxist-Leninist parties against modern
revisionism, and against Soviet trevisionism in the first place, to put an end to the confusion it has oaused in the
present-day revolutionary movement, which created the conditions for the revival of Trotskyism, to make clear to the
workers and peoples 'the wide ga!p separating the revisionists from Marxism-Leninism and genume socialism. i,n
order thereby to deprdve Trotskyirn of the possibility of
specula-ting.
But the decisive condition for.a successful struggle against
Trotskyism is the further development of the MarxistLeniniet movement itself, the' working out by it in every
country of a true proqeamme of, revolutionary struggle,
the extension' and penetration of the Marxist parties among
the masses, in order to gi,ve them a clear orientation, to
liberate from the Trotskyite influences the sincere revolutionary elements misled by Trotskyism.

